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Abstract
Background: Structural Variations, SVs, in a genome can be linked to a disease or characteristic phenotype. The variations come in many types and it is a
challenge, not only determining the variations accurately, but also conducting the
downstream statistical and analytical procedure.
Method: Structural variations, SVs, with size 1 base-pair to 1000s of base-pairs
with their precise breakpoints and single-nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs, were
determined for members of a family. The genome was assembled using optimal
metrics of ABySS and SOAPdenovo assembly tools using paired-end DNA sequence.
Results: An interesting discovery was the mitochondrial DNA could have paternal leakage of inheritance or that the mutations could be high from maternal inheritance. It is also discovered that the mitochondrial DNA is less prone to SVs rearrangements than SNPs, which propose better standards for determining ancestry
and divergence between races and species over a long-time frame. Sex determination of an individual is found to be strongly confirmed using calls of nucleotide
bases of SVs to the Y chromosome, more strongly determined than SNPs. We
note that in general there is a larger variance (and thus the standard deviation) in
the sum of SVs nucleotide compared to sum of SNPs of an individual when compared to reference sequence, and thus SVs serve as a stronger means to characterize an individual for a given trait or phenotype or to determine sex. The SVs and
SNPs in HLA loci would also serve as a medical transformational method for determining the success of an organ transplant for a patient, and predisposition to
diseases apriori. The sample anonymous dataset shows how the de-novo mutation
can lead to non-inherited disease risk apart from those which are known to have a
disease to mutation association. It is also observed that mtDNA is highly subjected
to mutation and thus the factor for a lot of associated maternally inherited diseases.
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Conclusion: ‘mitochondrial Adam’ can be a fair reality as certainly the biparental mode of mtDNA puts in question the theory of ‘mitochondrial Eve’. SVs
would serve as a stronger fingerprint of an individual contributing to his traits, sex
determination, and drug responses than SNPs.
Keywords: bioinformatics, high-performance computing, medical informatics,
genetics, genomics, NGS
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Background

Customization of the genome and biological material analysis for a tailor-made
solution individual specific is the next bio and medical selling proposition. The
high false discovery rate of structural variation algorithms, even in deeply sequenced individual genomes of the order of 30x average coverage [1, 2], suggests
that for lower coverage the larger problem will to get rid of false positives. Nevertheless, the results with coverage as low as 3-5x also could have meaningful findings and be deployed for several genomes analysis, which would make sense on a
population-wide scale at a relatively lower cost, such as in the 1000 genomes
project, phase I [36].
In the current article, we discuss and extend the findings of mtDNA and Ychromosome characteristics in terms of SNPs and SVs which was first presented
in the year 2012 at a personalized genomics conference [23], followed by an extended article in 2013 at the international BIOCOMP conference [24], and it
would be highly unlikely that many such similar experiments would not converge
to some discoveries as it did happen in later years [25, 26, 27]. This paper serves
as an extended paper of [23,24,49,50], particularly adding to them the clinical procedure following the variants extraction, and emphasis and clarity on mitochondrial inheritance possibility through paternal lines and thus the associated diseases.
Most recently, Luo et. al. [46] in 2018, also came up with a large cohort that
showed it is possible to have mtDNA being biparentally inherited, a discovery
which was already made 6 years ago by article [23] in the year 2012, although a
rare case of paternal mtDNA inheritance was also reported earlier [47]. The article
thus has now been appropriately titled as mitochondrial Adam, to give due weightage of possibility of paternal or bi-paternal inheritace of mitochondrial DNA as
previously mitochondrial Eve [48] paper discussed the possibility of maternal inheritance of mitochondria as the only possibility. In addition, the paper also highlights the rising importance of mutations larger than just the point mutations, as a
significant contributing factor to determine end phenotype and trait.
With regards to discovery of SVs association to traits and phenotype of individual, here, more precisely we examine the InDels in SVs which are also known
as DIPs. The analysis is then done for the whole family for matches of the SNPs
variations to known pathogenic SNPs database, ClinVar [31, 37] for the sake of
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completion and way forward for medical diagnostics and was also presented at the
international BIOCOMP conference [45] in July 2019.
Variations at specific loci in the genome have been associated with recurrent
genomic rearrangements as well as with a variety of diseases, including color
blindness, psoriasis, HIV susceptibility, Crohn's disease and lupus glomerulonephritis [3-8]. Figure F summarizes in a broad sense the various variations that can
occur in a genome in comparison to a reference genome, as was initially published
at [40]. This only enhances the importance of a comprehensive catalog for genotype and phenotype correlation studies [1-8] when the rare or multiple variations
in gene underlie characteristic or disease susceptibility [9, 10]. Microarrays [1113] and sequencing [14-17] reveal that the structural variants (SVs) contribution is
significant in characterizing populations [18] and disease [19] characteristics. Interestingly the HLA domain in chromosome VI of an individual, which is the MHC
region in humans, would be interesting in being decoded for the variations, as a
lesser difference between two individuals could imply a greater likely of success
in an organ transplant. With time the sequencing of human genomes now become
routine [1], the spectrum of structural variants and copy number variants (CNVs)
has widened to include much smaller events. The important aspect now is to know
how genomes vary at large as well as fine scales and by what magnitude does it
impact a population in general and an individual. There are databases such as
OMIM [30], ClinVar[31, 37], dbSNP[32], PharmGKB[33], HGVbaseG2P [34]
now named GWAS Central, UniProt [35], etc., where genotype to phenotype associations are maintained and regularly updated. There have been several new
tools made available which can detect variations without the need for assembling
the genome for the individual, such as those used in the 1000 Genome Project
consortium which finds great applicability in case the coverage of sequences is
low [1] and has, so to speak, yet have a profound impact at a population level. In
this article, we share the results of the variations detected in a family of four individuals’ viz., father, mother, and two daughters.
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Methods

The blood samples of a family were collected in Amsterdam, although they
might not be individuals who are of direct Dutch descent as Amsterdam is a cosmopolitan city. To keep their identities anonymous, we will refer to them as
A105A, A105B, A105C, and A105D, respectively. The DNA was extracted and
sequenced on Illumina HiSeq sequencer with an average coverage of more than
12x across the genome and with the raw read length of 90 bases at either end of
the paired end reads with an average insert size of about 470 bases. As there are
many copies of mitochondrial DNA in a cell, the sequencing coverage of mitochondrial DNA would be several folds higher than 12x. The reads were then assembled into respective contigs using parallel assembler ABySS [43] version 1.3.1
with optimal parameters of kmer size (k) of 49 and minimum reads to make a con-
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sensus contigs (n) of 3 to yield highest possible N50 value for the contigs ~3000.
Default values of SOAPdenovo [44] were also used for assembling the genomes.
SSPACE[42] was also used for assembly. On average it required about 140 GB of
RAM in a shared environment and 49 computing wall-clock hours on a symmetric
multiprocessor cluster with 6 computing cores each of capacity 2.6 GHz. The assemblies of the four individuals were then aligned globally to the NCBI human
reference genome, Build 37, followed by extraction of SVs information of category insertions and deletions only (InDels), and single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) on regions of misalignment [20,21]. Genome plot for the A105 A, B, C &
D is shown in Figure A where one can graphically obtain estimates of regions of
alignments and misalignments with the reference genome NCBI HuRef build 37.
The total time for the alignment and extraction of information on a single computing core of 2.6 GHz capacity came out to about 85 wall-clock hours, for each
assembly.
3

Results

3.1

Scientific Outcomes

The SNPs of the whole genome can also be used for generic ancestry and divergence determination. For this reason, we also conducted a SNP genome-wide
inheritance analysis and found that child A105C & child A105D had about
20.82% & 21.02%, respectively, of its SNPs that were novel compared to those
present in the parents i.e. A105A & A105B (R code for analysis provided in supplementary). The consistency in both the children of about 21% SNPs being different from those found in either of the parents gives confidence in the methodology deployed. The difference could also be attributed to the aspect of only 14x
genome average coverage and thus less robustness in detecting sequencing errors.
Below in Figure B is the plot of the sum of the bases of InDels and SNPs for
chromosome 20 of the A105 family. The sum of the bases of InDels have increased in the children when compared to their parents while the levels of SNPs
remain more-or-less the same, clearly speaking of higher variance and thus higher
standard deviation from mean in the InDels compared to the SNPs. This interesting observation of higher standard deviation in the InDels compared to SNPs,
even in just one generation, clearly points out that InDels would be a stronger
candidate for attributing a genetic signature of an individual and can be thus
linked more confidently with determining the sex of an individual and associating
with traits and disease phenotypes.
Figure C is a plot of the sum of the bases of SVs and SNPs respectively for the
whole genome determined for the A105 family. The corresponding values for the
plot along with mean and standard deviation values for SVs and SNPs for the family is shown in Table D., here again, we notice that the children have a relatively
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higher number of bases for SVs than their parents, though the levels of SNPs remain more-or-less the same. This finding thus proposes that even in one generation of the offspring, there can be a significant rearrangement in the genetic background to produce greater variance (and thus standard deviation) in the variation
of genotype and thereby having an effect on phenotypes, and that the children are
not an exact clone of the set of chromosomes they inherit from either parent as
there will be significant variation, even when simply compared to the chromosomes of the parents that they inherited. The changes in SNPs are more restricted
than insertions or deletions, and thus SVs serve as a stronger mean as a fingerprint
and characteristics of an individual when analyzed genome wide.
In Figure D and Figure E you will see that the calls of bases on the Y chromosome of InDels and SNPs, respectively, is far higher for the father than the mother
or the two daughters, thereby clearly being able to differentiate male from female.
The pseudoautosomal regions, PAR1, PAR2, are homologous sequences of nucleotides on the X and Y chromosomes [28] where Genetic recombination (occurring during sexual reproduction) is known to be limited only to the pseudoautosomal regions (PAR1 and PAR2) of the X and Y chromosomes. Thus, small
matches will be expected to be found in the female candidates when making calls
for SVs and SNPs having the reference Y-chromosome from NCBI Build 37 as
the counter alignment pair, as observed in our data and plotted in Figures D & E.
It is also observed that the difference in the calls of sums of bases for InDels is far
higher than the calls for the sum of the bases for SNPs, thereby proposing that the
former is a stronger means to determine the sex of an individual than the latter.
This also proposes that contrary to what is observed genome-wide, the SVs have
higher selection pressure than the SNPs in the Y-chromosome. This strong selection pressure of Y-chromosome associated SVs compared to SNPs in woman, as
also shown in Table A where the SVs comprise only about 0.44% of total SVs in
male while the SNPs comprise about 23% of that number of male, which would
usually be those of PAR1 and PAR2 region, proposes a stronger method by SVs to
determine paternal inheritance in a woman, by the data illustrated here.
Even though this work involved had about 14x on average coverage for the genome, since the mitochondrial DNA comprises anywhere from 2 to 10 copies of
the DNA for each mitochondrion [38], and since each cell in itself comprises of
1000s of mitochondria, the effective coverage for a mitochondrial genome would
be in the order of 14x * Mean(2,10) * 1000, which is Order(14x*6*1000), which
is about Order(84,000x). With such a heavy coverage of the mtDNA, it is highly
unlikely that the assembly process of the mtDNA genome would be faulty given
that most assembly work typically ranges for genome coverage in the median value of 49x with a population size of 27 as per [39]. From the already existing
knowledge of inheritance of mitochondrial DNA, one would expect all the SNPs
and SVs successful calls in mother to be found in all the children as well, as mitochondrial DNA is known to be maternally inherited. This is because mitochondrial
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DNA material is present in the cytosol of a cell and not in the nucleus, and there is
a lesser possibility for the cytosol of the sperm cells to integrate with the cytosol
of the mother ova and is known to be destroyed at fertilization. So, for determining maternal inheritance, mtDNA is the same as his mother's mtDNA, which is the
same as her mother's mtDNA and so on.
Our findings for A105 family analysis revealed contradicting results. Not all
SNPs and SVs present in the mother were found to be present in the children.
There were cases found where a SNP was found to be present in the father and a
child but not in mother. Table B shows the list of SNPs and Table C shows the list
of SVs in A105 family. This proposes a discovery that mitochondrial DNA can
have paternal sources of inheritance as well, though they can also be a result of denovo genetic changes rather than inheritance. Further, comparing Table B and C,
it is discovered by the observation that mitochondrial DNA is less prone to SVs
than SNPs, and that can be possibly attributed to the fact that mitochondrial DNA
is not exposed to the phenomenon of crossing-over of genetic material as is the
case with chromosomes. This proposes a discovery that mitochondrial DNA can
have paternal or mixed paternal-maternal sources of inheritance as well, though
most likely they can be a result of de-novo genetic changes rather than inheritance.
If de-novo mutations happen to be the case, it would again oppose the ‘mtDNA
bottleneck’ theory which states that mtDNA is subjected to high bottleneck [29].
The results by Table B & C would then propose a ‘mtDNA bottleneck leakage’
theory, where possibly one of the factors that were proposed in [29] has caused a
bottleneck for mutation that must have gone uncontrolled. The heteroplasmy nature of mtDNA cannot be ruled out either, but the fact that maternal mtDNA SNPs
are different than each of the offsprings raises several questions. Further, the ratio
of SVs bases calls to the size of genome is significantly less for mitochondrial
DNA ( of the order of 2.35*10^-4 ) than for the whole genome ( of the order of
2.5*10^-3), thereby providing further evidence that structural variations in mitochondrial DNA has higher selection pressure than the rest of the genome and is
thus a more rare event in the mitochondria relative to the rest of the genome. This
ratio remains comparable to the rest of the genome when considered for SNPs (of
the order of 5.3*10^-4 for mitochondria and the order of 8.0*10^-4 for wholegenome).
Mitochondrial DNA and Y-chromosome DNA have been widely used to determine maternal and paternal ancestry respectively, such as in recent findings for
Native Americans and Indigenous Altaians [22]. Based on the discoveries above,
it can thus be safely concluded that if we continue with ancestry determination by
mitochondrial DNA, then SVs would serve as better means to determine ancestry
for a longer period than SNPs, as they are relatively more rare events. At the same
time, the SNPs of the mitochondria would serve as a better candidate for the characteristic signature of the individual and can be used to determine ancestry and
divergence for a relatively shorter period. Having said that, it would still be pro-
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posed that given that there is the possibility of mitochondrial DNA to be inherited
by the father as well; maternal ancestry determination by mtDNA should be rephrased as simply ancestry determination by mtDNA. This will also mean that all the
analysis, which different scientists across the globe have been conducting so far
assuming mtDNA to be maternally inherited, will need a complete change in the
understanding and knowledge generated. As it is confirmed that the Ychromosome is completely paternally inherited, ancestry determination by 'Y line
tests' as Y-chromosomes are confirmed to be inherited from the father remain a
good methodology. Further, as observed and stated above, since SVs have higher
selection pressure than SNPs for the Y-chromosome, the SVs will serve as a better
means for paternal ancestry determination for a relatively longer time-span and the
SNPs would serve as a better candidate to determine paternal ancestry and divergence in a relatively shorter time-span.

3.2 Clinical Applications
If the immunologic responses after the grafting of an organ from a donor to the
receptor are known before conducting the transplant, we can be more predictive of
the chances of success of the transplantation. The immunologic responses are dictated by the MHC region of the genome, which in humans corresponds to the
HLA domain in chromosome VI.
DNA editing technologies such CRISPR/Cas9 [41], in the hope that one day
the method would be even more precise, combined with this kind of study, as
mentioned in this paper for detecting any unwanted structural variations, can be a
great promise for the future. For this purpose, we first matched the SNPs from the
A105 family members to the known OMIM[30] database and stored the result in
Microsoft Excel sheet as shown in Figure G. From this table, filtering out those
entries that have clinical association is straightforward, as shown in Figure H. Databases such as dbSNP[32] version 130 was also used for the very purpose and to
ClinVar[31, 37] database version 20140211. Figures I, J, K & L show the results
of ClinVar analysis for A105 A, B, C, & D having 26, 25, 31 & 24 entries respectively. From this data, we could see that apart from SNPs of clinical significance
that was inherited from the parents, both children A105C & A105D also had 7 and
5 novel clinically relevant SNPs due to de-novo mutation (calculation in R script
in supplementary). Figures M & N show the novel SNPs.
4

Discussions

The motivation of the current work is to lay the foundation for a personalized
medicine scientific age, demonstrating clearly that the nuts-and-bolts needed for
personalized diagnostics is well in place for us to confidently enter the commercialization stage of the technology. Although 14× coverage is far higher than the
previous studies of 1000 genome project phase 1, which had lower coverage, fu-
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ture similar studies can be conducted with coverage of a recommendation of 50×
if genome assembly approach before analytics is to be deployed. The results of
mtDNA analysis seemed to not be affected by these factors as 1000s of copies of
mtDNA exist in the cell anyways. The clinical results generated by the analysis of
non-mitochondrial DNA cannot be trusted with complete sanctity for coverage of
only 14x, and so those medical outcomes were not discussed here. Certainly, the
work should not be left to be purely automated and the results generated by the
methods described here should also be validated by a team of experts. The limitation of the work also questions the need for cheaper computing facilities with
more high-performance memory for the purpose, especially for genome assembly
work. Techniques, such as mapping, read directly to the reference genome can also be used as an alternative, which does not require a high amount of memory, but
those techniques come with their own set of problems such as missing out any
novel region and their genomic loci information in the test genome, which might
be missing in the reference genome.
5

Conclusion

This research article improves our understanding of human genetics, variations
in the genome, and inheritance. ‘Mitochondrial Adam’ theory can well co-exist
with ‘Mitochondrial Eve’ theory as proposed by Lewin et. al. [48] given that we
now have evidences of paternal mtDNA inheritance, while we can continue with
‘Y-chromosomal Adam’ theory given that both the SVs and SNPs sum of nucleotide variance and standard deviation point out to the same findings. We also proposed that given that the standard deviation of the sum of nucleotides in SVs are
larger than that of SNPs, SVs differences would better characterize the gender of
an individual. It provides us with new scopes to fetch relevant information and
opens the door for many newer technologies to be built based on the discoveries.
The discoveries make us more equipped with statistical and robust, efficient and
relatively less costly means to derive information such as sex determination, or
immunologic response to disease, or success rate of organ transplant, or susceptibility to diseases and possible cure for them. Given that there is a larger standard
deviation of the sum of the nucleotides of InDels (SVs) than sum of SNPs, this can
greatly and strongly impact how personalized genomic analysis and diagnostics
are being carried out, as the scientific community develops algorithms and tools to
better utilize this knowledge shared by this paper.
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